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a b s t r a c t

This paper proposes a new non-fragile stochastic control method to investigate the robust sampled-data
synchronization problem for uncertain chaotic Lurie systems (CLSs) with time-varying delays. The
controller gain fluctuation and time-varying uncertain parameters are supposed to be random and satisfy
certain Bernoulli distributed white noise sequences. Moreover, by choosing an appropriate Lyapunov-
Krasovskii functional (LKF), which takes full advantage of the available information about the actual
sampling pattern and the nonlinear condition, a novel synchronization criterion is developed for ana-
lyzing the corresponding synchronization error system. Furthermore, based on the most powerful free-
matrix-based integral inequality (FMBII), the desired non-fragile sampled-data estimator controller is
obtained in terms of the solution of linear matrix inequalities. Finally, three numerical simulation ex-
amples of Chua's circuit and neural network are provided to show the effectiveness and superiorities of
the proposed theoretical results.

& 2016 ISA. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

During the past decades, numerously fast-growing interest has
been focused on the investigation on synchronization of chaotic
systems [1–10]. Because chaotic synchronization (CS) has great
potential and extensive applications in practical systems, such as
secure communication, chaos generator design, information sci-
ence, biological systems and network systems. Therefore, many
important and interesting results have been proposed for CS
schemes. To date, a large amount of energy and attention have
been devoted to the research of synchronization of chaotic sys-
tems since the pioneering work [1]. In order to achieve this goal,
all kinds of control methods have been developed for the syn-
chronization issue of chaotic systems. For example, adaptive con-
trol [2], ∞H tracking control [3], PD control [4], sampled-data
control [5–10], impulsive control [11,12], fuzzy control [13,51,52],

feedback control [14,53], pining control [54], and robust adaptive
control [15].

On the other hand, it is well-known that various chaotic sys-
tems can be modeled precisely in the form of Lurie systems, such
as Chua's circuit, network systems and hyper chaotic attractors,
which all include a feedback connection of a linear system and a
nonlinear element satisfying the sector condition [16–19]. In ad-
dition, time delay is inevitable in dynamical systems because it is
an inherent feature of many physical processes. However, it often
leads to undesirable dynamical behaviors such as oscillation, di-
vergence or even instability [20,21]. Thus, it is necessary to study
the synchronization of chaotic Lurie systems (CLSs) with time
delay [16–19,22–24]. A major objective of synchronization for CLSs
is to design the controller which minimizes an error signal that
means a difference between master and slave signal. Whereupon,
a number of methods have been proposed on this scheme. For
instance, by applying delayed error feedback control, the problem
of master-slave synchronization of two delayed CLSs in the pre-
sence of parameter mismatches has been investigated in [16]. By
introducing the delay-partition approach, the synchronization
problem of CLSs with only constant time delay is considered in
[17]. In order to obtain less conservative stability results, the de-
signing time-varying delay feedback controllers for synchroniza-
tion of CLSs has been addressed by employing Lyapunov-
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Krasovskii functional (LKF) approach in [18]. It should be noted
that two cases of time-varying delays are fully considered in [18].
So the synchronization criteria derived here are more general and
resultful than the ones in [16,17]. The proposed methods in [18]
have been applied successfully to fault-tolerant synchronization
for CLSs in [19].

However, in order to take the advantage of modern high-speed,
high-quality computers and communication networks, the digital
controllers replace gradually analog circuits [25–32]. Because this
control method only needs the samples of the state variables of
the master-slave chaotic systems at discrete time instants, which
can reduce fleetly a lot of synchronization information transmitted
and enhances the efficiency of bandwidth usage. Hence, the
sampled-data control method has become an important tool in the
study of the synchronization of CLSs. Based on the input delay
approach proposed in [33], the sampled-data synchronization
schemes have been a hot research topic and studied extensively in
the recent [34–45]. How to choose the suitable sampling period is
an important issue to be considered. It is clear that a bigger
sampling period will lead to lower communication channel occu-
pying, fewer actuation of the controller, and less signal transmis-
sion. Therefore, it is a key objective to design a desired sampled-
data controller which can achieve the master-slave synchroniza-
tion under a bigger sampling period. Seuret et al. [34] has pro-
posed a novel framework for the stability analysis of linear sam-
pled-data systems using the discrete-time Lyapunov theorem. The
problem of stabilization for sampled-data fuzzy systems under
variable sampling has been investigated well in [35]. The sampled-
data control problem for the master-slave synchronization are
studied extensively by introducing a discontinuous LKF in
[36,37,40]. The stochastic synchronization issue has been dis-
cussed for markovian jump neural networks with time-varying
delay under variable samplings in [38]. The master-slave syn-
chronization problem of Lurie systems with probabilistic sampled-
data control has been studied via a input-delay approach in [39]. In
order to obtain a longer sampling period, a piecewise differenti-
able LKF is constructed in [23,24,42]. Unlike those in [23,24,42],
the proposed LKF in [22] is positive definite at sampling times but
not necessarily positive definite inside the sampling interval. In
addition, in the real-world situation, the designed controllers often
cannot be achieved exactly because of the existence of some un-
avoidable uncertainty in its coefficients such as actuator de-
gradation, roundoff errors in numerical computation, aging of
components, and requirement for parameters're-adjustment dur-
ing the process. As a result, non-fragile control schemes are pro-
posed to deal with the controller gain fluctuation issues, which
can guarantee availably the randomly occurring controller gain
fluctuations in synchronization problem [46,47,55–57]. However,
there still exists room improving existing results, because some
important and useful information of estimating the upper bound
of the derivative of the LKF and nonlinear functions have not been
well utilized in [22–24,44,45], which may lead to more con-
servative results. Moreover, the sampled-data synchronization for
CLSs with or without constant time delay has been taken into
account in [22–24,44,45]. The uncertain variations maybe subject
to random changes because of environment circumstance in the
process of controller implementation among networks. In this
case, the uncertain variations maybe presented in a probabilistic
way with certain types and intensity. It is therefore worth taking
randomly occurring uncertain variations into account in control
design [57]. To the best of our knowledge, the robust non-fragile
sampled-data synchronization problem for a class of time-varying
uncertain CLSs with randomly occurring controller gain fluctua-
tion has not been well addressed.

Motivated by the proceeding discussion, the aim of this paper is
to investigate the robust sampled-data synchronization issue for

time-varying uncertain CLSs via a novel non-fragile stochastic
control method. The main contribution of this paper lies in the
following three aspects. In the first place, compared with tradi-
tional chaotic Lurie systems [22–24,44,45], we model a new class
of time-varying uncertain CLSs by taking full account of randomly
occurring uncertain variations, where the uncertain variations
appear in a random way based on a certain kind of probabilistic
law. In the second place, we construct a new form of LKF by in-
troducing two novel alterable parameters and making full use of
the available information about the actual sampling pattern. In the
third place, in order to obtain new results, an effective free-ma-
trix-based integral inequality containing the existing inequalities
[22–24,44,45,48] as special cases is employed, which can provide
great room in reducing the conservatism of proposed results.
Based on the derived condition, the desired non-fragile sampled-
data controller can be achieved by solving a set of LMIs under a
longer sampling period. Finally, three numerical simulations of
Chua's circuit and neural network are given to demonstrate the
effectiveness and advantages of the developed results.

Notation: Notations used in this paper are fairly standard: n

denotes the n-dimensional Euclidean space,  ×n m is the set of all
×n m dimensional matrices;  denotes the identity matrix of

appropriate dimensions, T stands for matrix transposition, the
natation > 0 (respectively ≥ 0 ), for ∈ ×n n means that the
matrix is real symmetric positive definite(respectively,positive
semi-definite); { … }diag , , , n1 2r r r denotes block diagonal matrix
with diagonal elements = …i n, 1, 2, ,ir , the symbol * represents
the elements below the main diagonal of a symmetric matrix,

( )Sym  is defined as ( ) = +Sym T   .

2. Preliminaries

Consider the following robust non-fragile sampled-data syn-
chronization of time-varying uncertain CLSs with randomly oc-
curring controller gain fluctuation:
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β γ λ( ) = ( + ( )▵ ( ))( ( ) − ( )) ∈ [ ) ( )+u t t t t t t t t: , , , 3k k k k 1C  
which consists of master system M , slave system S and controller
C.M andSwith ( ) =u t 0 are identical time-varying uncertain CLSs
with state vectors x(t), ( ) ∈y t n, outputs of subsystems are γ ( )t
and λ ( ) ∈t l, respectively, ( ) ∈u t n is is the slave system control
input, ∈ ×n n , ∈ ×n n , ∈ ×n m , ∈ ×m n and ∈ ×l n are
known real matrices. ▵ ( )t , ▵ ( )t and ▵ ( )t are unknown ma-
trices representing time-varying parameter uncertainties.

∈ ×n l is the sampled-data feedback control gain matrix to be
designed, real-valued matrix ▵ ( )t denotes the controller gain
fluctuation. In this paper, the time-varying parameter un-
certainties are assumed to be of the following form:

Υ[▵ ( ) ▵ ( ) ▵ ( ) ▵ ( )] = ( )[ ] ( )t t t t t, , , , , , , 4a b w k        
where  , a , b , w and k are known constant matrices, Υ ( )t
is an unknown time-varying matrix satisfying
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